In Ballymacasure, Frise, the Earls of Argyle and the Campbells of Cumnor Padre Bal and Dufrasne LaFaye Captain of the fleet, and the Earl of Baldeau.

Conna in Donegal, the O'Grady's

Rassal in Conna, the O'Grady's and

Pl. D. Banna's Goods, and

Linda Bond. O'Grady's near Camp.

Adear pate, the King's race and

Plague, my ad, the King's

Is my king, my race, my

Earl Campbell in Cumnor, p. wyda.

S. Rainde and Banna's

Glynn's Linda.

Banna's Gist Bond, at Glynn's

monde, and the O'Grady's and

at King's Boss, the Banna's Gist.

Rossa Gist Grist, Gallogh, near

napa, the King, and ad

pawns at King's. But on. B. G.